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Abstract: The loss of cone photoreceptor function in retinitis pigmentosa (RP) severely impacts the
central and daily vision and quality of life of patients affected by this disease. The loss of cones
follows the degeneration of rods, in a manner independent of the causing mutations in numerous
genes associated with RP. We have explored this phenomenon and proposed that the loss of rods
triggers a reduction in the expression of rod-derived cone viability factor (RdCVF) encoded by the
nucleoredoxin-like 1 (NXNL1) gene which interrupts the metabolic and redox signaling between rods
and cones. After providing scientific evidence supporting this mechanism, we propose a way to
restore this lost signaling and prevent the cone vision loss in animal models of RP. We also explain
how we could restore this signaling to prevent cone vision loss in animal models of the disease and
how we plan to apply this therapeutic strategy by the administration of both products of NXNL1
encoding the trophic factor RdCVF and the thioredoxin enzyme RdCVFL using an adeno-associated
viral vector. We describe in detail all the steps of this translational program, from the design of the
drug, its production, biological validation, and analytical and preclinical qualification required for a
future clinical trial that would, if successful, provide a treatment for this incurable disease.
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1. Introduction

Inherited retinal degenerations (IRDs) are genetically and clinically heterogeneous blinding
diseases that are now emerging as clinical targets for gene therapies [1–3]. The fervor of these ongoing
efforts is motivated by the recent successful treatment of the RPE65-related form of Leber congenital
amaurosis (LCA), a severe blinding disease, by a recombinant adeno-associated viral (AAV) vector
that corrects the genetic deficit in those patients [4]. RPE65 is a success story, biblical in impact [5].
RPE65 was discovered in 1993 as a protein of 65 kDa expressed specifically by the retinal pigmented
epithelium (RPE) [6]. The same group reported in 1997 that loss of function mutations in the gene
encoding for RPE65 cause certain forms of LCA (LCA2) [7], and in 1998 that RPE65 is essential for the
trans-isomerization of all-trans retinal esters, as they accumulate in the RPE of the Rpe65-/- mouse [8].
The booster of the story was the existence of a large animal model of LCA2, a briard dog discovered
the same year [9]. A consortium of veterinarians, clinicians, and gene therapists reported the benefit
of the subretinal injection of an AAV serotype 2 encoding for RPE65 in that dog model in 2001 [10].
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Lancelot, one briard dog whose vision in the treated eye was restored, was photographed in front of the
American congress during a meeting that restored the hope of future success of gene therapy after years
of doubt [11–13]. This encouraged three independent research groups to initiate first in man studies
that led to success during phases I of clinical trials, as reported on 2008 [14–16]. Nevertheless, the
benefit of the treatment over long periods was controversial [17]. The group led by Jean Bennett made
critical improvement of the treatment by showing the absence of advert effects associated with the
treatment of the contralateral eye of the patients [18], while the two other groups reported the absence
of benefit for the treated patients on the long-term [19–21]. The lack of persistence of the benefit of the
treatment in some patients was interpreted in light of the natural history of the disease [22,23]. The
absence of conversion of all-trans-retinol to 11-cis-retinal due to a mutation in the RPE65 gene interrupts
the resupply of functional, light-sensitive opsin proteins in photoreceptors [24]. The administration of
a functional copy of RPE65 by corrective gene therapy restores this deficit for vision. However, LCA2
patients have retinal degeneration and loss of photoreceptors starting in the first decade of life [25].
The aggregation of short-wavelength cone opsins likely caused rapid cone degeneration through an
endoplasmic reticulum stress pathway in an animal model with a genetic deficit of lecithin-retinol
acyltransferase (LRAT), another LCA gene involved in the recycling of 11-cis-retinal in the RPE [26].
Consequently, if the disease has progressed to a certain stage, the restoration of the function of RPE65
is not able to stop photoreceptor degeneration. The results of a randomized phase 3 trial funded by
Spark Therapeutics about the benefits of the subretinal injection of AAV2-hRPE65v2 developed by
Jean Bennett were reported on July 2017. That study includes patients for which vision was preserved
for three years [27]. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved gene therapy using
AAV2-hRPE65v2 (Luxturna®) for the treatment of patients with biallelic RPE65 mutations in December
2017, followed by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) on November 2018 [4]. Spark Therapeutics
announced that the company will follow the treated patients over 15 years.

Jean Bennet and her team were first of the rope [28]. Many other recessive inherited retinal
degenerations could be treated by restoring the gene function altered by the mutations by introducing
a normal copy of that gene, and this is what is happening [3]. The only negative argument against this
approach is the very high cost for the society of having to correct more than one hundred genes one by
one [29]. Issues of cost versus benefits will become increasingly important as a wave of costly new
therapies tested in small patient populations are developed and approved (see [30] and Supplementary
Table S1).

For dominant forms of IRDs, the situation is more complex like for the dominant mutations
of the splicing factor gene PRPF31 [31]. Surprisingly, most familial pedigrees contain affected and
non-affected carrier individuals. This is explained by variable haploinsufficiency [32]. Those families
are composed of members of different genetic compositions. For one subject, the dominant mutation
in PRPF31 on one chromosome is paired with a wild-type allele on the second chromosome with
expression above a threshold. The residual protein level is sufficient for normal retinal function and
this subject is asymptomatic. For another member of this pedigree, the dominant mutation in PRPF31
on one chromosome is paired with a wild-type allele on the second chromosome with expression below
this threshold. The residual protein level is not sufficient for normal retinal function and this subject is
symptomatic. In this case the administration in the retina of a normal copy of the PRPF31 gene should
allow crossing this threshold of expression transforming patients into asymptomatic carriers.

The situation is even much more complex in the case of mutations in the rhodopsin gene, the
first gene identified to cause retinitis pigmentosa (RP) [33]. Dominant mutations result in either
gain-of-function or dominant negative functions [34]. They were stratified into six classes based
on the molecular properties, with deficits of transport to the outer segment (class I), folding (class
II), endocytosis (class III), protein stability (class IV), or alternatively increased activation rate for
transducin (class V) and constitutive activation (class VI). Stimulating the unfolded protein response
was shown to benefit rod function in a dominant rat model carrying a class II mutation [35]. The first
therapeutic attempt in a rodent model of the disease used an engineered ribozyme, a catalytic RNA
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that specifically triggers the destruction of the mRNA encoding a class II P23H mutant rhodopsin
mRNA [36]. Hammerhead ribozymes are able to induce site-specific cleavage of RNA, with ribozymes
including two different oligoribonucleotides with regions of complementarity [37]. One obvious
limitation of such approach is that the catalytic ribozyme is designed to target a specific mutation, while
more than 150 point mutations in rhodopsin have been shown to cause RP [38]. Within the United
States, the majority of rhodopsin mutations causing the disease is attributable to a single sequence
variation at codon 23, suggesting a founder effect, but it is rare in Europe [39–41]. Diseases associated
with mutations in this codon result in a relatively mild clinical phenotype [42,43]. To circumvent the
large number of mutations, RNA interference-based mutation-independent approach was validated in
various models RP with dominant mutations in the rhodopsin gene [44,45]. The strategy combines
silencing the expression of the rhodopsin gene, both the mutant and normal rhodopsin genes, and
simultaneously providing mRNA that encodes for the wild-type rhodopsin that is engendered to be
resistant to the interfering RNA used by using the genetic code degeneration [46]. Botta et al. used the
ability of the transcription factor Krüppel-like factor 15 (KLF15) to recognize a DNA element within the
rhodopsin promoter to silence the expression of autosomal dominant mutant rhodopsin after delivery
of an AAV vector–mediated ectopic expression of KLF15 in rod photoreceptors [47].

Recent progress in genome editing using clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic
repeat/Cas9 (CRISPR/Cas9) technology led to the development of therapeutic approaches of RP by
in vivo genome editing [48,49]. Targeting in vivo the neural retina-specific leucine zipper (NRL) gene
in rods using CRISPR-Cas9 technology was also used to repress rod differentiation to circumvent the
deleterious effect of mutations of genes expressed specifically by rods [50]. Other mutation-independent
approaches were studied aiming at preventing an event common to all forms of rod cell death, starting
by targeting apoptosis since it is the final fate for rods in animal models and for patients suffering of
RP [51,52]. Overexpression of histone deacetylase 4 (HDAC4) or even its N-terminal domain suppresses
multiple cell death and prolongs rod survival in an autosomal recessive model of RP, the rd1 mice [53].
Administration of ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) protects photoreceptors of murine models of
RP [54], but was not confirmed in the first clinical trial [55]. Downregulation of microglia activation
using either the microRNA miR-204 [56] or fractalkine, a soluble form of the chemokine CX3CL1
prevent and photoreceptor cell death in several mouse models of RP [57]. Oxidative damage was
successfully targeted by delivering the transcription factor nuclear factor, erythroid 2 like 2 (NFE2L2),
known as NRF2, that regulates hundreds of genes that preserve photoreceptors against oxidative
stress [58]. Iron may be involved in oxidative damage since intraperitoneally-injected transferrin
prevents photoreceptor degeneration in rd10 mice [59]. Other approaches have been used to sustain
photoreceptor metabolic needs [60,61].

One main limitation of these approaches targeting rods is that patients suffering of RP are often
identified by ophthalmologists after consultation at a stage where rod photoreceptors are already
dead. Rod degeneration leads to night blindness so, for patients living in an urban setting, night
vision problems may not be apparent until the retinal disease is in an advanced stage. Consequently,
preventing the degeneration of rods will not be beneficial to these patients.

2. Rod-Derived Cone Viability Factor

The diagnosis of RP has probably existed historically for hundreds, if not thousands of years, but
was recognized as a complicated form of night blindness only after the invention of the ophthalmoscope
in 1851. In RP, there is a progression from night blindness which originates from the death of rod
photoreceptors by apoptosis, to the dysfunction of cone photoreceptors concentrated at the center of
the retina, the fovea. This secondary event leads to complete blindness [62,63]. On the other hand,
congenital stationary night blindness (CSNB) does not lead to the loss of central vision. The most
remarkable CSNB pedigree comprising 2121 people goes back to Jean Nougaret, a butcher of the 17th
century (1637–1719) of Vendémian in the Hérault. In 1831, a fifth-generation descendant demanded
an exemption from military service because of his poor night vision. Unfortunately for him, the
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examination found that the young man could read by candlelight, so in photopic conditions that involve
the function of cones, and the doctor concluded by a simulation and found it good for seven years
of service. It was only in 1838 that the family transmission of his night blindness was demonstrated
by Belgian ophthalmologist Florent Cunier, freeing him from military duty [64]. In 1996, a missense
mutation in the gene encoding the rod transducin alpha subunit (GNAT1) responsible for the pathology
of the Nougaret family was identified in eleventh-generation members [65]. This entertaining story
has its importance today since some persons within this large pedigree, uncertain of being affected,
were shown to be as night-blind as their relatives through the same GNAT1 mutation [66]. The night
vision disturbance of CSNB is overlooked because it is highly subjective especially for individuals
living in an urban or well-lit environment [67]. This led Professor Alan Wright to declare that keeping
the cones alive will help some 1.5 million people worldwide to see, as well as Jean Nougaret and his
descendants [68]. More recently Professor Henry Kaplan restated that if therapy can prevent or reverse
the onset of cone degeneration within the macula most patients would be immeasurably helped and
able to live normal lives [69]. This strategy is medically applicable since, in patients and in a dog model
of RP, visual discriminance can be achieved with a very limited number of functional cones [70,71].

What causes the dysfunction and ultimately the death of cones remained obscure for years [72].
The identification of the first mutation causing RP in human left the scientific community perplexed.
After having localized the gene on a short interval of the long arm of chromosome 3, a dominant
mutation in the gene encoding for the rhodopsin, the visual pigment of rods, was identified [73–75].
Electroretinogram (ERG) measurements of affected members of this pedigree confirmed that RP
progresses from an early abnormal rod response to a subsequent altered cone response. In advanced
cases, RP is associated with a complete loss of rods, with a few remaining foveal cones with shortened
and disorganized outer segments [76]. The reason why a mutation in a gene expressed exclusively in
rods can lead to widespread degeneration of both rods and cones in these patients was puzzling [77].
It was observed that cone outer segment function remains normal until >75% of the rod outer segment
are lost [78].

This two-phase degeneration sequence was initially described in retinal degeneration (rd1) mice
by Carter-Dawson et al. [79]. The rd1 mouse carries a recessive mutation of the cGMP-dependent
phosphodiesterase beta subunit gene, Pde6b, selectively expressed by rods [80]. Mutations in the human
orthologue gene, PDE6B, are causing RP [81]. Specific ablation of rod photoreceptors in transgenic
mice results in the failure of cone cells in elaborating their outer segments [82,83]. It was observed
in various animal models of RP including rodents, pigs, dogs, and even toads [83–86]. The analysis
of the kinetics of rod and cone cells death in several mouse models of RP excludes that dying rods
are toxically damaging the cones [87]. Transplantation of a wild-type photoreceptor layer (97% rod
photoreceptors in the mouse) in the subretinal space of the rd1 mouse slows down the secondary
degeneration of cones [88,89]. We showed that the effect is mediated by soluble molecules originating
from the neural retina and not from the adjacent RPE [90]. Partial characterization of this trophic
interaction demonstrated that the activity is carried by molecules having the apparent molecular
weight compatible with that of proteins [91]. In the same study, we showed that the fraction is active on
cone-enriched culture made from chicken embryo, a model originally developed by Ruben Adler [92].
The existence of cone-protecting proteins in the extracellular matrix surrounding the photoreceptors
has been suggested using this biological system, where the photoreceptors spontaneously degenerate
between seven and 10 days in culture [93]. The degeneration of rods in the rd1 retina could result in the
loss of expression of secreted protein factors necessary for cone survival. In RP patients, the secondary
cone dysfunction leads to blindness since the cones are responsible not only for the vision of the colors,
but also for all useful functions (perception of details, reading) of daylight vision [94].

The identification of proteins able to prevent the spontaneously cell degeneration in the
cone-enriched culture was performed by high content screening [95]. The screened factors were
produced by transient transfection of a retinal cDNA library in COS-1 cells. The conditioned media
of the equivalent of 210,000 clones containing, among others, the secreted proteins were applied to
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primary cones from chicken and the viability was scored after seven days. A cDNA with an open
reading frame of 109 amino acids was identified and the protein was named rod-derived cone viability
factor (RdCVF). RdCVF is a splicing variant of the nucleoredoxin-like-1 (NXNL1) gene corresponding
to intron retention and a conserved in-frame stop codon (OMIM # 608791) translated from a ~7 kb
messenger RNA [96]. NXNL1 expression is rod-dependent in the mouse and human retina and its
promoter is regulated by the homeoprotein CRX [97–99]. The injection of recombinant RdCVF protein
protects the cones of the rd1 mouse from degenerating [95]. In a transgenic model of autosomal
dominant RP with expression of the mutant rhodopsin protein under the control of a rod promoter, we
showed that a synthetic human RdCVF protein prevents secondary cone degeneration that could be
scored using photopic ERG which scores cone function [100]. The protection, observed over a period of
three months, was associated with the preservation of the outer segments of the cones, the subcellular
structure that carries the light sensitive molecules, the opsins [101,102]. Similar results were obtained
by the administration of RdCVF through gene therapy [102]. More recently, we showed that cone
function can be preserved in the rd10 mouse, a second model of recessive RP, by delivering RdCVF
using a recombinant AAV vector [103]. The effect of RdCVF is independent of the genetic origin of the
disease, so a therapy aimed at preventing central vision loss should benefit to all RP patients whatever
the mutation they carry in any of the 65 genes known to date [104].

A cell surface receptor for RdCVF was identified by far-Western blotting [96]. The single-pass
transmembrane domain protein basigin (BSG) is expressed in two different isoforms. The protein
BSG2 possesses two extracellular immunoglobulin (Ig) domains and is expressed widely in many
organs where it is involved in addressing lactate transporters to the membrane. The protein BSG1,
produced by alternative splicing, possesses a third Ig domain, and its expression is restricted to
photoreceptors [104]. We found that RdCVF interacts specifically with a complex made of BSG1 and
the glucose transporter GLUT1 (SLC2A1) at the surface of the cones. The increased glucose entry into
the cones is metabolized by aerobic glycolysis [105]. The bifurcation from oxidative phosphorylation
takes place after the production of pyruvate by glycolysis. The pyruvate (PYR) can be transported
to the mitochondria by the mitochondrial pyruvate carrier (MPC) where it is metabolized by the
tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) that is connected with the mitochondrial respiratory chain to produced
ATP in aerobic conditions. The whole process is known as oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHO). The
pyruvate can alternatively be metabolized to produce lactate (LACT) by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH).
Lactate is then transported out of the cell by lactate transporters (MCTs). RdCVF stimulates aerobic
glycolysis to provide triglycerides that are used by cones for the renewal of the outer segments. For
reasons that are only partially known, aerobic glycolysis favors the diversification at mid-course of the
glycolytic reaction of carbons from glucose at the level of dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP). A
certain proportion of DHAP is converted into glycerol-3-phosphate (G3P) by glycerol-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (G3PDH). G3P is the precursor of the hydrophilic head of phospholipids made with
fatty acids, among which poly-unsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) are derived from nutrition. Recently, it
was demonstrated experimentally that, for rods, aerobic glycolysis is necessary for rod outer segment
renewal, a phenomenon parallel to that described for cones [106].

3. The Thioredoxin RdCVFL

Interestingly, the splicing of the unique intron of the NXNL1 gene produces a second messenger
RNA encoding for an enzymatically active thioredoxin, RdCVFL [107,108]. Both rods and cones of the
mouse carrying a homologous recombination of the Nxnl1 gene are affected, a deficit that progresses
with age [109]. The lack of expression of the thioredoxin RdCVFL leads to increased oxidative damage.
We observed a higher concentration of molecular adducts produced by lipid peroxidation in the retina
of these mice. The phototransduction is initiated in the outer segment of photoreceptors made of stacks
of lipid bilayers where the opsin molecule is enchased. These membranes are particularly enriched in
PUFA which are prone to oxidation [110]. The retina of a mouse with a specific deletion of the Nxnl1
in cones is more susceptible to oxidative damages since Nxnl1 is also expressed by cones (3% of all
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photoreceptors in the mouse) [111]. Contrarily to the rods, there is no intron retention of the Nxnl1
mRNA in the cones that express only the thioredoxin RdCVFL.

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are produced in physiological conditions by leakage from the
mitochondrial respiratory chain and inhibits key enzymes in the glycolytic pathway [112,113]. The
thioredoxin system reduces oxidized thiol groups of cysteines in proteins among which glycolytic
enzymes and restores their function [114]. The thioredoxin enzymes, among which RdCVFL must be
reduced by thioredoxin reductase (TXNRD) since the catalytic cysteines become oxidized when the
enzyme reduces its substrate [115]. TXNRD requires its co-factor NADPH produced by the pentose
phosphate pathway (PPP) in its reduced form to function. Consequently, the reducing power of
RdCVFL in cones is proportional to the uptake of glucose and the rederivation of the glycolytic flux to
the PPP. ROS inhibition of glycolysis leads to the accumulation of glucose-6-phosphate (G6P), the first
metabolite produced from glucose in the cell, which is redirected to the PPP producing two molecules
of NADPH by reduction for TXNRD activity [116,117]. In this metabolic and redox signaling, the
reducing power of RdCVFL relies on the metabolism of glucose by cones whose uptake is stimulated
by RdCVF [118].

The combination of the non-cell autonomous action of RdCVF on metabolism with the
cell-autonomous activity of RdCVFL on redox homeostasis is the rational of a current translational
program aimed at preventing the loss of central vision, resulting from cone dysfunction, in RP patients
independently of the causative mutations.

4. Design of the Therapeutic Molecule

The actions of both RdCVF and RdCVFL seem to be required for the maintenance of cone function
throughout life, so that repeated injections of the recombinant proteins are precluded. As in the case
of Luxturna®, the development of an AAV vector encoding for RdCVF and RdCVFL would provide
a long-term protection of central vision in patients. These two therapeutic products are made by
alternative splicing of the NXNL1 gene in the rods, but our current knowledge of the regulation of
splicing of this gene makes the use of a genomic construct hazardous. The combination of two distinct
human cDNAs encoding for RdCVF (109 amino acids) and RdCVFL (212 amino acids) would be a
rational approach. The configurations of two cassettes on opposite strands, with 5′ or 3′ ends pointing
the external invert terminal repeats (ITRs), could result in the formation of palindromes that could
interfere with encapsidation of the single strand DNA into the viral particle and are thought to be
at risk for the development of the drug [119]. In a safer configuration, the two cDNA are arranged
tandemly on the same strand. The reduction of tandem repeats sequence of the common part of
the two cDNAs is obtained by modifying the used codons in order to make the vector more stable
during its production [120]. Notice that this is a deviation of codon optimization since this method
applies a codon optimization algorithm to a human cDNA sequence for making the translation of the
protein more efficient in human cells [121]. The expression of these cDNAs is regulated by a promoter.
Since RdCVF is acting in a non-cell autonomous manner, the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter fused
to the chicken β-actin (CBA) promoter that drives the expression of the transgene in most cells is
particularly suited [122,123] (Figure 1A). Such ubiquitous promoter has been used successfully in
experiments aimed at protecting the cones in vivo [96,103]. The protective action of the thioredoxin
RdCVFL is cell autonomous, so that its cDNA should be expressed by the cells that are protected, the
photoreceptors, rods, and cones [111,124]. Since our strategy is to restore the metabolic and redox
signaling in the retina of patients having lost their rods, a cone specific promoter appears as the most
effective solution. In previous work, we have successfully used a hybrid promoter made of the locus
control region (LCR) of the cone’s red (L) and green (M) promoter fused to the proximal promoter
region of the red opsin gene (OPN1L/MW) to deliver RdCVFL to the cones [125,126] (Figure 1B). In
order to reduce the contribution of the promoter located 5′ in the construct to the expression of the
transgene located in the 3′ position, it is advisable to introduce a transcription terminator element
that will isolate both cassettes [127,128]. It is important to maintain the entire size of the construct
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including the external ITRs in the limit of what can be encapsidated efficiently in the AAV particle
of 25 nm [129]. AAV can package a vector larger than its genome size, up to 5.2 kb, the packaging
of larger or smaller loads is suboptimal and the transduction of cells less efficient [130–132]. AAV
vector genomes never exceeding 5.2 kb in length can accommodate the RdCVF-RdCVFL expression
cassettes. The two cassettes are introduced in a proviral plasmid whose size is largely superior to 5.2 kb
in order to avoid reverse packaging of vector sequences during the production of the viral particles
by the use of a long stuffer sequence [133]. In order to assure that this stuffer sequence is biologically
inert, researchers in the field have used a fragment of the genome of bacteriophage lambda, while this
sequence contains several short open reading frames [134]. These elements combined with possible
reverse packaging may be viewed as a risk by regulatory authorities. One way to circumvent this
possible problem is to identify inert sequences in the human genome; sequences that do not contain
any signal or structural particularities. The possible encapsidation of prokaryotic sequences during
recombinant adeno-associated virus production questions the resistance gene used to propagate the
proviral plasmid [135]. To date, the use of the β-lactam antibiotic family, including ampicillin, is not
acceptable for regulatory authorities, in order to avoid concerns for patients showing allergic reactivity
to β-lactam antibiotics. Therefore, the kanamycin gene is commonly used. The proviral plasmid should
be entirely sequenced on both strands after its assembly. Special care is devoted to the sequence of the
ITRs because of their role in the production of active AAV particles, their instability, and the difficulties
to access to the sequence due to the presence of DNA secondary structure [136]. The construct should
be then validated by analyzing the expression of the two transgenes after transient transfection and
viral infection of cells in vitro. This presents no difficulty for RdCVF that is expressed under the control
of a ubiquitous promoter, but requires more effort for RdCVFL that is regulated by a cone-specific
promoter [137].

Figure 1. Subretinal injection of AAV-RdCVF-RdCVFL to prevent the loss of function of cones in retinitis
pigmentosa, (A) Transduction of the drug (recombinant AAV) to the retinal pigmented epithelium,
expression and secretion of RdCVF to stimulate glucose entry, cone outer segment renewal (CosR) and
the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP). (B) Transduction of the drug (recombinant AAV) to the cones
and stimulation of redox homeostasis through NADPH, reduced by the metabolism of glucose through
the pentose phosphate pathway.
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5. Chemical Manufacturing

As a prerequisite to the production of AAV particle to be used in a clinical trial, all plasmids must
be produced under conditions consistent with current good manufacturing practice (GMP) [138]. They
have to be free of transmissible spongiform encephalopathy and bovine spongiform encephalopathy.
They must have a very low level of endotoxin, of residual host cell protein, and be of genomic DNA.
Recombinant AAV particles are most commonly produced by co-transfection of three distinct plasmids
in mammalian cells vectors: (1) the proviral plasmids containing RdCVF and RdCVFL and their
regulatory sequences; (2) the AAV rep and cap genes provided in trans; and (3) helper functions from
adenovirus for efficient replication of the recombinant genome [139]. The serotype of the AAV particles
can be modulated by the use of a plasmid encoding the capsid proteins VP1, 2, and 3. While the
transgene is more commonly constructed with ITR sequences from AAV serotype 2, the capsid proteins
provided in trans can specify a distinct serotype of the particles, for example, serotype 5 [140,141]. Since
RdCVF is acting in a non-cell autonomous manner, its administration does not need to target specific
cells in the retina and it can even be administrated in the animal in systemic ways [96,103]. Thioredoxin
RdCVFL acts in a cell-autonomous manner of photoreceptors, so the potent serotypes are those
reported to transduce cones in the case of RP, as serotypes 5, 8, and 9 [111,142,143]. As an alternative to
mammalian cells, a protocol using invertebrate cell lines from Spodoptera frugiperda (Sf9) infected with
the baculovirus Autographa californica was also developed [144,145]. Since Sf9-produced AAV have
altered capsid compositions and lower biological potencies, we will not discuss their use further [146].
The most established method for the production of AAV vectors is plasmid tri-transfection of human
embryonic kidney (HEK)293 cells [147]. The HEK293 cell line has been generated by transfection of
cultures of normal human embryonic kidney cells with sheared adenovirus 5 DNA containing the
adenovirus E1A and E1B genes [148]. HEK293 cells express the oncogenic protein E1A that binds
to the retinoblastoma protein encoding by the tumor suppressor gene RB1 [149]. Consequently, the
clinical batches of recombinant AAV must be checked for the absence of E1A DNA [150]. A subclone
of HEK293 cells has been generated by transfection with a plasmid encoding a temperature-sensitive
mutant of the simian virus (SV)40 [151]. SV40 large T antigen (SV40T) binds to the tumor suppressor
p53 protein, and this association contributes to oncogenic transformation by the virus [152]. Thus,
even if the productivity of AAV particles is higher in HEK293T than in HEK293 cells, it is advisable
to use HEK293 to avoid additional potent problems with the presence of trace of SV40T DNA [153].
HEK293 are usually grown as adherent cells in the presence of fetal bovine serum that must be
purchased from countries exempted of spongiform encephalopathy [154]. Since the productivity
of AAV particles depends not only on the cells used but also of the sequence of the transgene, it is
necessary to develop the manufacturing process by varying the conditions (plasmid quantities and
ratio, duration of transfection, time of harvest, etc.) to define the conditions of what is called the
upstream process to optimize the yield.

The downstream process is the purification of the AAV particles after their production by HEK293
or HEK293T cells. Isopycnic ultracentrifugation on cesium chloride (CsCl) gradient allows the
separation of the particles with single-strand DNA packaged in it (full particles) from those without
DNA (empty particles) due to the difference in their buoyant density [155]. Alternatively, the particles
are purified using iodixanol-based density gradients with a ratio full/empty inferior to the CsCl
gradient method. Since performing ultracentrifugation is a rupture in the chain of downstream
processes it is complicated for producing clinical grade AAV. This is the reason for the development of
alternative approaches using chromatography, a process that is performed in a pipeline from upstream
to downstream process [156]. Affinity chromatography cannot distinguish between the full and empty
capsids, but empirical assays led to the development of chromatographic methods to enrich for full
particles [157]. The proportion of full, empty, and partially encapsidated particles is analyzed by
analytical ultracentrifugation [158]. Another important aspect is the measurement of the titer of the
preparation that is most commonly achieved by quantitative PCR (qPCR). Accurate titration is critical
for ensuring correct and reproducible dosing in both preclinical and clinical settings. Attempts to
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standardize the protocol over platforms have shown little success [159]. A potential problem with
qPCR is its dependence on a DNA standard curve that itself can be incorrectly calibrated. Currently,
the method of choice is an absolute quantification using droplet digital PCR [160,161]. It remains that
the titer of the AAV preparation that is biologically active in the proof-of-concept experiments in a
research laboratory has to match that of the clinical-grade production, a task that requires the use of
an AAV biological standard. This is complicated when the protocol of purification of AAV differs
between the research laboratory and the clinical platform, for example, when the proof-of-concept of
the therapeutic benefit has been obtained with research-grade AAV purified by ultracentrifugation on
CsCl or an iodixanol gradient to clinical-grade AAV purified by methods more adapted to industrial
production [147,162]. It is not only that the latter contains empty particles but potentially a certain
proportion of partially encapsidated particles that can be scored as positive in the titration using
droplet digital PCR but do not transduce the entire transgene. The quantity of full versus partially
encapsidated particles can be assessed using alkaline gel electrophoresis [163].

When the full manufacturing process is fully optimized and the analytical tests for the limited
quantities of host cell proteins, host cells, and plasmid DNA, and the absence of production of
replicative particles are developed, a first production of the therapeutic AAV is made as a reference for
any further comparison. Then, a second production following exactly the same methods provides the
pilot material for the proof-of-concept of its activity in the animal model(s) of the disease.

6. Preclinical Studies

An important step in the transfer of the treatment of RP using the combination of RdCVF and
RdCVFL is to provide a proof-of-concept in an animal mouse model of the disease using the pilot
material of the clinical-grade AAV. We can use a mouse model of recessive RP, and the rd10 mouse is
considered to be the most appropriate to test the benefit on the combination of both products of the
NXNL1 gene [103,111]. This model is the most appropriate to test for the benefit of the combination of
both products of the NXNL1 gene. Interestingly, this model can be used to measure cone function using
optometry, a behavior assay that relies on head tracking movement that is proportional to acuity and
contrast sensitivity [164]. The effect of the treatment of rd10 is evaluated by several temporal sequences
of electroretinogram (ERG) measurements of cone function by photopic and flicker ERG and optometry
assays [103,111,137]. At the end of each experiment, the density of the cones is measured using
e-conome after the sacrifice of the animals [165]. In this model, those three measures are proportional
and provide robustness to the results. The experiment setup is crucial at this stage of the project for
several reasons. First, the kinetics of degeneration of photoreceptors in the rd10 mouse is influenced by
light [166]. To avoid any artifactual differences between the individually-treated animals, all the mice
should be exposed to the same quantity of light over the entire duration of the experiment. This is
achieved through horizontal illumination from light sources fixed on the wall, the only solution to
ensure that homogeneity, which is controlled using luxmeters positioned in the rack supporting the
cages of the animals. A second concern is the enrichment that retards photoreceptor degeneration
in that model [167]. The most practical solution is to remove the enrichment when the experimental
mice are born to ensure that they all become blind by post-natal day (PND) 50. A third problem is
the difference in vision loss between gender [168]. It is necessary to use only one sex or, alternatively,
to homogeneously distribute males and females in each group of animals. Since the onset of rod
degeneration is at PND18 and that the onset of expression of the transgene is about one week long,
the mice are injected at PND15 [103,111]. It is essential to use a group of rd10 animals injected with a
non-active AAV (usually encoding green fluorescent protein (GFP)] prepared with the same protocol as
negative control [96]). Each mouse receives the treatment in one eye and the contralateral eye is sham
operated to distinguish the possible effect of the surgery to be separated from that of the drug [100,169].

After the completion of that study, the clinical grade AAV is produced and used for toxicological
and biodistribution studies under good laboratory practices (GLP) conditions. Since the products of
the NXNL1 gene are expressed in the retina of patients prior to the degeneration of photoreceptors, an
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immune response against the transgene products is not expected. Those studies are done according to
regulatory guidelines [170–172] and the results are used to request the clinical trial authorization to
regulatory bodies. While not mandatory, it is advisable to use non-human primates (NHPs), most
often macaques, because among mammals only primates have a fovea [173]. Only laboratories with
accreditation can perform such analyses with the objective of demonstrating the absence of toxicity at
the therapeutic dose and minimal toxic effect at several times this dose to provide a safety margin. This
is usually performed at two different time-points after treatment. Biodistribution studies document
the spreading of the recombinant AAV particles into the whole organism which is quite limited
after subretinal injection. In addition, the tolerance of the surgical procedure is validated. While
it is reasonable that RdCVF will be secreted by RPE-infected cells from the site of injection to the
cones within the fovea, the cell-autonomous mechanism of action of RdCVFL under the control of
a cone-specific promoter implies that the cones are optimally transduced following subretinal or
suprachoroid injection [111,174]. The suprachoroidal space is a potential route to the center of the
retina. Subretinal injection creates a temporary bullous detachment, separating the photoreceptor
outer segments from the RPE layer. Typically, the subretinal injection bleb resolves over the following
few days in humans. Lateral spread adjacent to the initial subretinal injection site of transduction
was observed in dogs as a result of a continued detachment of the retina as the bleb flattened out
over the first thee3 days post injection [175]. Lateral spread could allow subretinal injection in the
parafoveal region to produce transduction of the foveal cells while circumventing the deleterious
effects of inducing a foveal detachment. The phenomenon was studied in the dog [175]. Two hundred
fifty µl of AAV vector at 5 × 1011 vg/mL were injected in the subretinal space in the tapetal region, the
area centralis, of the fundus of the dog retina. By estimating the size of that bleb using the human retina
and the known distance separating the optic nerve head and the fovea it is possible to calculate the
volume to be injected.

In order to liberate clinical batches of the drug, they must be qualified using a potency assay
that demonstrates that the drug is biologically active. In a research laboratory this is performed
using primary cells and animal models that cannot be used within an industrial process. At the early
clinical stages, the expression of RdCVF and RdCVFL mRNA can be measured using quantitative
RT-PCR and the proteins by sandwich ELISA, but both requires the transduction of an immortalized
cell line, cells that can be handled in a confined environment. Since RdCVFL is under control of a
cone opsin promoter, only retinoblastoma cell lines that originate from cone precursors are expressing
this transgene after their transduction with the AAV expressing RdCVF and RdCVFL [176]. At more
advanced stages, the biological activities of both transgenes requires the development of tests after the
transduction of the drug in such cell lines.

7. Clinical Trial

One of the main aspect of a trial for RP treatment is to recruit a population of patients with a
homogenous secondary degeneration of cones [41,177–184]. While the protection of cone function
using RdCVF and RdCVFL is predicted to be independent of the causative mutation, in a first stage of
a clinical trial recruiting a RP cohort representing a full diversity of mutation in the 65 causative genes
reported so far (https://sph.uth.edu/retnet/) may result in an enormous phenotype heterogeneity that
will mask any possible benefit for vision after statistical analysis. Since we have demonstrated the
positive effects of cone vision of a rodent models of recessive and dominant RP, patients carrying a
recessive mutation of the PDE6B gene (4% of all recessive RP) and those with dominant mutations in
the RHO gene (25% of all dominant RP) are better suited for this phase of the project [101]. The cohort
will enroll such patients without further stratification. A retrospective study of the visual phenotype of
such of patients allow to predict, in addition to the absence of advert effects, what can be expected
in terms of benefit and how long after treatment this benefit could be recorded. This study is done
to document RP natural history on both anatomical and functional parameters. Even if the mode of
action of RdCVF suggests that the cone outer segment could be reconstructed [96], in a more realistic
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assumption, the prevention of the deconstruction of the cone outer segment following rod cell-death is
directly proportional to this rate of deconstruction and of cone vision loss during a given period of
time. The retrospective study will be used to evaluate the patients that can benefit from the treatment
based on criteria that include the identification of fast progressors. The same cohort will be enrolled
in a prospective study for which a subset will received an injection in the macula and peri-macula
area of the drug. Even if the first patients will receive a sub-optimal dose for security reasons, the
total number of full AAV particles to be injected can be calculated from the efficient dose in the rd10
mouse in the preclinical study to which must be applied a coefficient calculated by the difference in the
number of cones in the mouse and human retina: 113,000 cones in the mouse and 6,400,000 cones in the
human retina [165,185]. A low dose will be evaluated on a few severe patients, but an efficient dose
will then be evaluated on a cohort of patients with moderate to severe RP. This cohort will exclude
patients with no detectable ellipsoid zone that reflects the presence of cone outer segments by spectral
domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) [186,187].

The absence of adverse effects and the benefit of the treatment will be assessed by comparing
the rate of loss of cone vision of the treated eyes to untreated eyes. The time necessary in the trial
to see efficacy may be of several years by measuring visual acuity using kinetic perimetry but other
parameters, such as an autofluorescent ring, may evolve faster [188,189]. This should encourage a
multicentric and international phase III trial which will be standardized using data on the natural
history of the cohorts at each site. An example of other possible complications is the prevalence of the
P23H dominant mutation of the rhodopsin gene in North America, while the most prevalent mutation
in Europe is P347L [40,41]. Patients with the P347L mutation have an early onset and severe disease,
but patients with the P23H mutation are slow progressors [43,190]. This difference will have to be
taken in consideration during the evaluation of the benefit of the treatment of RP patients with a
recombinant AAV encoding for RdCVF and RdCVFL.

8. Conclusions

The dominance of rods in the retina of most mammals is the result of an evolutionary constraint
known as nocturnal bottleneck [191]. The reasons explaining why, in RP, rods are affected before
cones, even in cases of mutations in genes expressed by both types of photoreceptors, is presently
unknown. The secondary loss of function of cones is observed irrespective of the type of mutations.
The interruption of the metabolic and redox signaling between rods and cones though the loss of
expression of RdCVF following rod cell death explains quite well the phenomenon which is initiated
by the reduction of cone vision because of the shortening of the cone outer segments [117,118]. Even
if this mechanism may not be unique [192], the administration of both products of the NXNL1 gene
provides the rational for a therapy aimed at preventing or delaying the loss of central vision in all
genetic forms of RP.

9. Patents

This section is not mandatory, but may be added if there are patents resulting from the work
reported in this manuscript.
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Abbreviations

AAV Adeno-associated viral vector
ATP Adenosine triphosphate
BSG Basigin
BSG1 Basigin-1 with three immunoglobulin domains
BSG2 Basigin-2 with two immunoglobulin domains
CBA Chicken beta-actin
cGMP Cyclic guanosine monophosphate
CMV Cytomegalovirus
CNTF Ciliary neurotrophic factor
COS-1 Immortalizing CV-1 cell line
CsCl Cesium chloride
CSNB Congenital stationary night blindness
CX3CL1 C-X3-C motif chemokine ligand 1 or fractalkine
DHAP Dihydroxyacetone phosphate
EMA European Medicines Agency
ERG Electroretinogram
FDA Food and Drug Administration
G3P Glycerol-3-phosphate
G3PDH Glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
G6P Glucose-6-phosphate
GFP Green fluorescent protein
GLP Good laboratory practices
GLUT1 Glucose transporter SLC2A1
GMP Good manufacturing practice
GNAT1 rod transducin alpha subunit
HEK293 Human embryonic kidney 293 cell line
HDAC4 Histone deacetylase 4
Ig Immunoglobulin domain
ITRs Invert terminal repeats
KLF15 Krüppel-like factor 15
LACT Lactate
LCA Leber congenital amaurosis
LCA2 Leber congenital amaurosis with a mutation in the RPE65 gene
LCR Locus control region
LDH Lactate dehydrogenase
LRAT Lecithin-retinol acyltransferase
MTCs Lactate transporters
MPC Mitochondrial pyruvate carrier
NADPH Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate, reduced
NHPs Non-human primates
NXNL1 Nucleoredoxin-like 1gene
OPN1L/MW Long and middle wave opsin gene
OXPHO Oxidative phosphorylation
PDE6B Phosphodiesterase 6B
PPP Pentose phosphate pathway
PRPF31 Pre-mRNA processing factor 31
PUFA Poly-unsaturated fatty acids
PYR Pyruvate
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qPCR Quantitative polymerase chain reaction
RB1 Tumor suppressor retinoblastoma 1
rd1 Retinal degeneration 1 mutant
RdCVF Rod-derived cone viability factor
RdCVFL Thioredoxin enzyme rod-derived cone viability factor long
ROS Reactive oxygen species
RP Retinitis pigmentosa
RPE Retinal pigmented epithelium
RPE65 Retinal pigment epithelium protein of 65 kDa
SD-OCT Spectral domain optical coherence tomography
SV40T Simian virus 40 large T antigen
TCA Tricarboxylic acid cycle
TXNRD Thioredoxin reductase
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